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THE DETERMINATION OF ATMOSPHERIC TRACE GASES USING
THE CORRELATION INTERFEROMETER TEChNIQU.E
By
Jerold T. Twitty l
 and Earl C. Kindle2
INTRODUCTION
This report describe- the total research efforts and
results obtained under NAZA grant NSG 1131. The discussion
is presented under four major headings:
(1) Sum.nary of results of the cumulative research efforts
conducted during the entire grant period,
(2) Summiary of results of research efforts during 1975,
(3) Summary of results of research efforts during 1976,
and
(4) Summary of results of research efforts for 1977.
1 Research Assistant Professor, Old Dominion University Research
Foundation, P.U. Box 6369, Norfolk, Virginia 23508
2 Professor, Department of Geophysical Sciences, Old Dominion
University, Nor.;'olk, Virginia 23508
SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF THE CUMULATIVE RESEARCH EFFORTS
CONDUCTED DURING THE ENTIRE GRANT PERIOD
The work presented in this report and in previous annual
reports has demonstrated the theoretical feasibility inherent
in the correlation interferometry technique. High signal-
to-noise and increased information content in a given partial
interferogram are attractive features of the technique. The
main difficulty is in the separation of interfering gas species,
particularly methane. This can be overcome by a precise
measurement program for methane and other species spectral
line parameters. The work of Toth (private communication)
is a step in that direction.
In reality, the most important consideration to be dealt
with in the demonstration of correlation interferometry has
been the hardware design problem. This hardware, COPE, has
elecontric, optical, and mechanical difficulties that are
simply impossible to fix at this late date. After a one-
year refurbishment of the electronics, the digital interface
fails intermittently and the analog AGC network has a strange
nonlinear response.
Flight data from Cessna 402 over southeastern Virginia
during April 1978 yielded amplitude fluctuations that were
not explainable except as internal nonlinearities. Misalign-
ment of the AGC/interferometer optical axis also contributed
to a large error source in the flight data. The conclusion
is that no useful data on gas burdens was obtained from these
flights.
It is hoped that the second generation correlation
interferometer, CIMATS, will solve all of these problems
and that it will be able to fulfill the expectations for
the technique.
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF RESEARCH EFFORTS DURING 1975
Several months at the beginning of this grant were spent
in gaining familiarity with the correlation interferometer
technique and with existing CO Pollution Experiment (COPE)
instrumentation. A computer program to simulate the COPE
instrument was developed during this time by extending an
existing program which was written by General Electric, the
COPE contractor. A substantial effort has been expended
toward understanding the COPE signal. This has included
laboratory testing of stability, sensitivity, and theoretical
analyses. In addition, COPE data obtained during a flight
field test in Washington, DC, in July 1974, were reanalyzed
to determine the source of observed methane variations in
that data. The results of these various tasks are presented
in the technical report mentioned on page 4.
Work was also performed on theoretical aspects of Corre-
lation Interferometric Measurements of Atmospheric Trace
Species (CIMATS), which is a multigas version of COPE.
Computer programs exist for the analysis of the CIMATS
experiment, and some preliminary work has been done.
Two papers were published during 1975 and two papers pre-
sented at the ?,MS Radiation Conference in Arlington, Virginia.
Another paper was submitted for publication in April 1976.
These publications are listed below:
DeLuisi, J.; Charlson, R.; Fegley, R.; Furukawa, P.;
Gillette, D.; Herman, B.; Schuster, B.; Twitty, J.T.;
and Weinman, J.: Results of a Comprehensive Aerosol-
Radiation Field Experiment in the Southwestern United
States. Presented at the Second Annual Radiation Con-
ference of AMS (Arlington, VA), October 29, 1975.
Twitty, Jerold T.: The Inversion of Aureole Measure-
-	 ments to Derive Aerosol Size Distributions. J. Atmos.
Sci., Vol. 32, 1975, pp. 584-591.
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Twitty, Jerold T.: Airborne Measurements of the Solar
Aureole and the Remote Determination of Atmospheric
Aerosol Size Distributions. Presented at the Second
Annual Radiation Conference of AMS (Arlington, VA),
October 29, 1975.
Twitty, J.T.; Parent, R.J.; Weinman, J.A.; and Eloranta,
E.W.: Aerosol Size Distributions: Remote Determination
from Airborne Measurements of the Solar Aureole. To
be published in April 1976 in Appl. Opt.
Weinman, J.A.; Twitty, J.T.; Browning, S.R.; and Herman,
B.: Derivation of Phase Functions from Multiple Scattered
Sunlight Transmitted through a Hazy Atmosphere. J.
Atmos. Sci., Vol. 32, 1975, pp. 577-583.
In addition, the te.rnical report contained in the following
section was published and forwarded through channels to the
Technical Monitor in 1976.
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF RESEARCH EFFORTS DURING 1976
Work performed under grant NSG 1131 during 1976 contrib-
uted to the objectives of the grant in two ways. First,
a theoretical error analysis for the CO /CH4 measurement for
the solar reflected channel for both the CIMATS and the COPE
instruments was completed. Second, an empirical / theoretical
analysis of COPE field data c !:''.P,ned at NASA/Langley Research
Center (LaRC) was undertaken. she alit, of these analyses
was to assess the general outlook o the correlation technique
and to assess the capability of COPE to performs to its
specifications.
The theoretical error analysis was undertaken for the
CO/CH4 CIMATS reflected solar channel. These calculations
included errors induced by noise and by the algorithm appli-
cation necessary to separate out the individual gas burdens.
A line-by-line atmospheric radiative transfer model was
developed. This model includes temperature, humidity, CO,
and CH  vertical profiles with approximately 2-km resolution.
This model was used to calculate a high-resolution absorption
spectrum as a function of various atmospheric parameters.
Estimated optical and electronic filters were applied to
this spectrum, and CIMATS interferometer visibility curves
were applied to the Fourier transformed spectrum to yield
interferograms as a function of delay. This represents simu-
lated CIMAT.S output. This signal was calculated for various
gas burdens, including water vapor and for different tempera-
ture profiles. A set of base interferograms was used to
obtain derivatives of these interferograms with respect to
CO, CH 4 , and H 2O gas burdens. These derivatives were used
to calculate least square solutions for individual gas bur-
dens by determination of weights applicable to a linear
variation in gas burden change. These weights, when applied
to a measured (or simulated) interferogram, yield an estimate
of total gas burdens. Noise was added to these simulated
derivatives to estimate errors in the instrument tran;f^.-er
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function, i.e., errors in the parameters characterizing the
instrument response.
The results of this analysis are presented in table 1.
The model was used to calculate interferograms with random
gas burdens (within stated limits) for CO, CH 4 , and H2O.
Noise representative of instrument NEP was added to these
interferograms and the gas burdens estimated by application
of the algorithm. As shown in table 1, the average error
for CO was 0.002 atm-cm. This corresponds to a change of
2 ppb throughout the atmosphere or a change of 0.2 ppm in
a 100-m layer. These errors are well within the stated
objectives for CIMATS.
The second analysis used real data from the COPE corre-
lation interferometer. During the period reported a number
of instrument difficulties with COPE prevented an assessment
of the capabilities of the instrumentation. Beginning in
October 1976, atmospheric data was gathered routinely. In
the absence of an accurate instrument transfer function to
enable the theoretical calculation of gas burden derivatives,
this data has been analyzed using empirically determined
derivatives and calibrations. Some of this data is presented
in figure la. The measurement represents the total burden
of CH  between the Sun and the Earth's surface and, therefore,
varies with Sun elevation angle. The solid line represents
the variation due to the change in solar elevation angle
for a constant amount of methane in the atmosphere. Figure
lb represents similar results for CO. At this time, these
results are preliminary and the variations away from the
nominal line cannot be considered to be real. These fluctua-
tions correspond to variations of 0.02 atm-cm for CO and
0.075 atm-cm for CH 4 : this is only a factor of 2 worse than
the estimated error limit for COPE obtained by extrapolation
of the simulated CIMATS results presented in table 1.
In conclusion, the CIMATS and COPE instrumentation appear
to have the theoretical capability to make excellent remote
measurement of CO, CH 4' and H2O gas burdens. To reach this
r-
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theoretical limit, the proper handling of water vapor effects
must be included. This can be done only by interfacing the
theory with the instrument through the instrument transfer
function (ITF). Work is underway by GE to obtain this function
for CIMATS. The ITF is needed for COPE also, but as yet
a satisfactory measurement has not been made.
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TABLE 1
Gas
Average Error
(atm-cm)
Maximum Error
(atm-cm)
Range of Gas Burden
(atm-cm)
CO 0.002 O.0O5 0.07-0.13
CH 4 0.01 0.02 1.2	 - 1.6
H 2O 14. 28 350 - 3800
(dry)	 (moist)
2.2
2.0
1.1
1.5
0.1`.
0.L
0.Y
0.0;
0.0!
9:00	 10:00	 11:00	 12:00	 13:00	 14:00
TIME (EST)
Figure 1. Estimation of CO + CH 4 atmospheric gas burdens,
November 5, 1976 at Langley Research Center.
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF RESEARCH EFFORTS FOR 1977
Efforts for the first hall of this year were reported
in the semiannual report of July 1977. The problems reported
therein with the optical components of CIMATS have been solved,
and an acceptable beamsplitter was delivered to General Electric
in February 1978. An assessment of the improvement in signal-
to-noise ratio has begun. A second problem which was slowing
analysis at that time was the lack of good CH  line parameter
data. Improved line parameter positions and strengths have
been measured by Dr. Toth at JPL and recently delivered to
NASA/LaRC. However, some discrepancies between this data
and the previous preliminary data have been discovered. These
discrepancies are being investigated.
A major new effort begun during the second half of this
year was to initiate the writing of a modular atmospheric
line-by-line radiative transfer program for the STAR computer.
Such a program would be faster than current CDC-6600 software
and would aid in further analyses. As a part of this effort,
new Voigt profile software has been written for both NOS-6600
and STAR computers for several new fast algorithms reported
recently in the literature. This study is reported in
Appendix A.3
a In the preparation of this report an error was discovered
in the derivation of the Kielkopf approximation to the Voigt
profile. Hence the errors of approximation described herein
are not valid and the graphical representation in Appendix A
should be recalculated.
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APPENDIX A
This appendix represents a part of a paper on a new
atmospheric radiative transfer development effort
currently underway, and is intended to be part of a
future publication documenting that effort.
1
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VCOMPARISON OF VARIOUS COMPUTATIONAL METHODS FOR THE
CALCULATION OF THE VOIGT PROFILE FUNCTION
In line-by-line radiative transfer calculations, the
line shape of individual lines is, in general, described
,y the Voigt profile function, an integral expression requir-
ing substantial computational time. Several proposed procedures
for the calculation of this function have been investigated
as to their accuracies and computational speed on the NASA/
LaRC NOS-6600 and STAR computer systems. This is intended
as part of a development of a radiative transfer program
in a 6tructured modular approach for general atmospheric
application. Limits where the Lorentz or Doppler approxi-
mations are appropriate are given in terms of the parameter-
ized profile, and considerations on the calCulational
termination of typical atmospheric conditions aie
discussed.
Atmospheric radiative transfer calculations, in general,
require the evaluation of the Voigt profile function:
K(x,y) = Y	 exp(-t2) dt
7r -. y 2 + (x - t) 2
where
x = 2.326 x 106(ov/v0)(M/T0)1/2
y = 2.326 x 10 6 a0(P/P0)(M/To)1/2/v0
v 0 = center frequency of line
a = line width at reference pressure P and
° temperature TO	°
M = molecular weight of gas
Dv = v - v0
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for atmospheric pressure and temperature conditions whe'­_, both
Lorentz and Doppler line broadening are important. Several
recent authors (refs. 1 to 3) have reported computational
procedures for the rapid evaluation of this function.
As part of an effort to improve the accuracy and speed
of existing radiative transfer codes in use at NASA/LaRC
for the COPE/CIMATS program, the relative accuracy and speed
of these methods have been reviewed for typical values of
the parameters x and y needed in tropospheric calculations.
In addition, for comparison, two existing codes (refs. 4, 5)
which are used currently in NASA/LaRC radiative transfer
codes were included.
The actual codes tested on the NOS system were written
in FTN FOPTRAN and represent either syntactical conversions
of the codes presented in the references or codes based on
the described algorithm. These codes are given in Appendix B
(methods A through H). In order to test the relative computa-
tional times of these codes for realistic conditions, a range
of x and y parameters was used and the total CPU time
was determined for each code. The values of y used were
y = 0.1(0.1)1.0(1.0)11.0 and the values of x used were
x = 0.0(0.25)25.0. It will be shown later that these are
a typical range of parameters needed for tropospheric
calculations.
The results of this timing test are given in table Al.
These results confirm that the computational schemes D and
E of references 2 and 3 are indeed faster, but that method
C of reference 1 is neither faster nor as accurate. Compari-
son of the Kielkopf method (ref. 1) with the actual Voigt
profile is shown in figure 1A. All of the remaining algor-
ithms are accurate to five decimal places for the calculated
parameters. Since the codes D and E were comparable in speed
and accuracy, the latter was chosen to be used in the improved
radiative transfer code because of its simplicity and easier
vectorizability for the STAR computer. It should be noted
tr
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that the Drayson code (method D) as given in that reference is
not exactly the same as that described in the text of that
paper, but in fact has some odd subregions. These do not
appear to affect the results, however.
The method E has been coded for the STAR using the NASA/
LaRC language SL/1, a vector language structured like PL1.
This language allows for the use of the halfword capability of
STAR and easy vector manipulation. This code is also given in
Appendix B. The timing result for the same sample space is given
as case H in table Al. A disappointing result is that the STAR
vectorized function is no faster than the fast NOS-6600 CPU
times, at least for vectors of length 101. Since times improve
as vector length increases on STAR, it may yet be possible to
gain by using STAR. Further investigations are underway.
Thz requirements on sampling of the profile, on cutoff
limits for the profile, and the applicability of the Lorentz
or Doppler approximation have been investigated. Figures A2,
A3, and A4 show three Voigt profiles for values of the parameter
y of 0.1, 1.0, and 10.0. This represents the typical range
for y in the atmosphere. This would correspond roughly to
pressues of 10, 100, and 1000 mbar. Note that the Doppler limit
is not reached even at the lowest pressure. Note also that
the Lorentz profile is an excellent approximation for the
highest pressure (lowest altitude) as would be expected.
However, even at y = 1.0 the Lorentz profile is good in the
wings of the line. This would seem to allow for a generalized
Voigt/Lorentz routine with regions where the Lorentz profile
could be used. Since the profile is only a function of x 	 f
and y and does not depend on the specific molecule or line
except through these parameters, such a function would be
uniquely defined. The computational speed of such a hybrid
function has not been investigated as yet, but since the
simple Lorentz form is faster, one would expect an improvement.
A final consideration is the necessary sampling and the
limit of a line. Since a line extends to infinity in principle,
k
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a cutoff must be defined for the practical calculation. Typically
this cutoff has been given in wave number space with values of
3 to 5 cm-1
 commonly used. For values of Doppler half width
this would be a cutoff limit of x - 500 to 1000. From figures
A2 to A4, it can be seen that this is an extreme limit. It would
appear that a limit of x = 100 is sufficient for all atmospheric
conditions. This would be typically one wave number either side
of the line center. Since this limit is very important from
the computational viewpoint, this conclusion will be incorporated
into the new radiative transfer program. The typical sampling
used in radiative transfer programs is 0.01 cm -1 . This corresponds
to a sampling of steps of 2 in x space. This is seen to be
adequate except for the highest altitudes (fig. A2). The new
program will be written with this as the nominal sampling, but
with provisions for increasing the sampling if necessary.
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Table Al
CPU Time
Method Case (sec)
Bortner et al. A 0.147
Kyle B 0.411
Kielkopf C 0.132
Drayson D 0.050
Pierlussi et al.. E 0.050
Lorentz F 0.026
approximation
Doppler G 0.037approximation
Method E on STAR H 0.057
I
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Figure Al. Comparison of the Kielkopf approximation to the
actual Voigt profile for two values of the
parameter y.
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Figure A3. Comparison of the Voigt profile to the Lorentz
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parameter y = 1.0.
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APPENDIX B
This appendix contains computer programs for methods
A through H.
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L__ -7_,vwmvp; -`
METHOD B
=vnIGTX
- - FUNCTIn"i vnjr,TK(XIN#YT„)
C TW J S SUPWOI.iTImE, IA YJUNIoA MFTNnu FOR C A LCULA T I N G THE vnl rT K PRnF IL F
MIMENSInN	 A(42)•HH(10),XX(tn)
DI M E.NSIU N pAf'^2)•CA(32) ,pH(3^)I'1fU^l,AK(S),AM(5),gV(U),Cq(321
nATA MM(1),NN(2),XX(t),XX(2)/
A,nu Q 14U9E•t11,
	
A,1 S1?K35E.ea,	 5,2abs7ti2F•^11 c	 1,h5 0bA0tE^0n/
IATA A/
	
1,9,4Q9g90E•ul,	 n,	 •t,AUaonnaE.nt,
0,	 ,	 1,55w3Q9 Q E•O1,	 0^	 , •1,216bn00E•ot,
	
. I	 ne....	
, -q ,771A159E•02,	 n^	 , •S,g51u12uE•0?,
	
- -^	 0 .4	 0	 3,h21973 m L w 02,	 p ,	 , 02,nA49765E.02,
I
no	 0	 t,11 ,1 b A 11E•07,
	
0,	 • •5,62;1F9hF•03,
	
2,AaB7634E.43,
	
0,	 , 1,t732Al6Fw03,
	
!1 , A 9 4 St9 QE•04,
	 ^.	 . •1,9336308E•n4,n•	 7,2?A7?4SF.050	 0,	 , 0;),5bS5512E.05,
	
,	 A ,hb?073bE•Ub,	 no	 , •;,787b'S79E•nb,
	
I	 0`	
A,5hhA73bE•n7,	 n ' 	, .2,S1A4337E•07•
n,	 ^	 7,av3bn22E.oA/
O p t XxXIM
Y s YID,
_ X2 
s 
X*X
Y2 s.Y*Y
TF -- (Xo7,0) 200,2n1.2nt
200 IF (Y•i, -) 202,202,203
	
2p3 	 no
—x
- 
_____ CA(2) ZZ Y
RF3(2) = 95•x2+Y2
CA(2) s •2';*X*Y
CSI = CR(2)
—	 n0 -256. J=2.31 ..
_._.. JMI'^IJS a in 
JPLIJS = J+1
_	 ---- FL n ATJ	 'JMINUS
_. __^QRI F;*F` MATJ+ RR(2J
	
-
- QA1 x •FLOAT,T*C2,*F^flAT,l.I,)!2,
-- -- RA(-JFL-ttg)=R a t *PA f1)-Cal *CA (J)+RAI *WA fJ 14TNJS)•CA1*CA(JMTNUSI
CAQPL I +S'=QR1*CA(J)+CF4 1*aafJ)+ Q AI*CA(J ,4 I N.JS)+C A I *RA (.1MTNI193
R9 CJo LUSI=Rt^I*49(J)•CR1*CR(.))+F^A1*Q6fJMjUtIS)•CAt *Cq(J^TVI,g)
CR(JPLtIS)sQAI*C3fJ)+C-i 1 * 0 4 fJ1+ R A 1 *CB ( J"I N J S ) } CAt*4PQvIKIUS)
24
IIVs (CA ( J PL I
 I S) * P O( J O L I I S) •Q A(J OLUS)*C4(JPLUS))/( Ara fJPL l
 I S) *Dq(JPI_')S)+
1C4(JPLUS)*Cg(JPLLISI)
TF (Ar3S ( IJV . UVi) • 1,E • 7)?91,25m;a 5^
250 ^Ivt:I!v
_251 voT4TKsljV/t,772u54
QETUpN
202 TF . (X.2,) 301001,312
301 AINT s t•
. MAX .. = t2,+5•rx2
303
	
.1s10MAX
X.1•t
A.J s WAX-K
303 ATNIT s ATwT*(.?.+X2)/(?.+AJ+1,)+1,
!1 s .2,*X*AI'k)T
M-1 Tn 3 04
302 TF ( X•4,5) 3n5,3n6,3nb
305 Q03)-0,
A(44) z Of
J = 42
DO 3n7 K st,42
F; (,1) a `,4*X*a(..1 +1 ) •8( )+2)+A(.1)
307 J z J u 1
II s P(3)• ►ift)
GO TM 304
306 AIMT --I am
M AX s 2,+41710/X
AMAX : MAX
no U8 K=1,N,AX
A TMT z AIVT*(2,*AAAX•1.)/f?,+x2)+1,
30A AMAX z A M AX •1.
U z WA ,,J /x
304 V z t,772c154 *EXP(.X2)
N = ,a?
J4 = Y/H
TF (JIM) 3tn,31t,31 n
311 -
 
HzY 	
_
31n Z
312 I)Y(2) z H/?,
nY(3) = DY(2)
nYf41 ZZH
3tA AK (1) = ^..
A t1) = 0,	
_	
-
F)0 313 Jul 4--
Yv _ Z+oY f,1)
UU x 11+,5*AK(J)
vv 2 v+05*AM(J)-
AK(J+t) s 2,*(YY*IU+X*VV)*H
A4(J+1) z •2,*(1,+X*UUaYY *VVI
TF '(,1.3) 3131314,313
25
slu AK (u) s2,*Ar((^^)
'AW(N) s Ar+(^) +AMf4)
313 CONTTNUE
ta7 +H
L a L+t
_	
LI 3 Il+^lbbhbb7*fA^t(2) ♦2 ,*AKt3 )+ 4K(u)+eKtS))
V a V+,16h6hh7* (AM (^)+AMf3 )+A^(3)4A'I(^t)+AMfS))
IF(JM) s15,'s?.n,315
315 TF (L•JM) 319,3t7,32M
317 Aim a JH
H i Y.AJM *W
Gil TM 3t2
320 VOIGTK= V/i,172u54
RETURN
X01 F1... s 0 ^• -
330 F1sFt+HH(J)/(Y2+(X• XX(,1))*( x.xY(J)))+HH(J)/(Y2+(x+)fx(J))*(x+xx(J))
t)
voTGTKaY*Ft/3;141S927
RETUR,I 
,; ..
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IMETHOD C
SKTEL?
	
Itl,t"'-trI?iit'I;^II;I"I'' OF TIII,,'
_	
-	
READ FU N CTION XIFL(X ,Y) 	 (iPIt,I'.^^?. i'.`-',;, I: POolt
-	
- RFAL L.LN2 -.
DATA EWPTEST / •675.R4/
BATA- " RTPI/t.772453A51/
_..0 
*** KIELKOPF - APPPi W14ATIMN TO THE VOIGT PRMFILE F'U NCTIDNC---	 0M S'A; .
 AUGUST 1.973 ^'ALiIMF h3 4UMRER 8
C	 PAGES 9;7.994C.. 
**t INPUT PARAmETERS ***
nATA' FPS/0,0990/
C *** CALC H L A IE THE
.
 VQTGT PARAMETER
A=Y/S(JPT (Lma)
PLr2.0/(1.A+FPS*LNP + SGRT((i. 6
-FP5*LN2)**2 + 4,0*(N2/ASM))
_.. 
--P GSQ X (1; O /L tJ ?)*(I.O • (1.O+F p S*LN2)*PL+ (EPS*LN2)*PL*PL )
XKsX ISaRT(LN2)
kSA=XK*XK -
C *** KLIIGF TO AVOID"COC EXP(A1 F4POQ MESSAGFS
IF(C a'UN 2*XSW ),GE.E)(PTEST) GO T(1 5
Go T  6
—5--- GsFXp (•LN2* kSl)	 - -	 -
---^ _._... CoNTTN(lE
	
_ _ ---
--._-__._.._....__.ETA=PL7(RL+PGS^)
._ ___ Ex(o; $024-. n,u2e7* xSG)/tt.0+0;2Q30*xSG+e,Ol3SS*xSG*xs ►^)
_...^._---)(IEL='('t;-O•FTA)*G + ETA*L + ETA*(i.O.ETA)*E*((3•L)
_ .*** _TEST
- FnR -RFGTON' AND CALCI(I.ATF
_ C-_---- TvTEr^iSITY FUNCTInni ACCORnTNG( Y
To 10
'-- FA=I;O/RTPT * (0"! 6168b*T.0.iti9941*T*T +1.3255u*T*T*T)90-'Tm- 0
REGII7(J ..T7 . (EXTENMED FRACTION) - ***
-- - _-10.. --•- C aNTT art rE •. -	 __._. __ _	 _	 _
--_^._.___FA*1;0/^^+(D-;Sl(Q+t1;0/(e+li;5/(A+^,O)l))))) -
-C--*k*
 NDRMALTSE VOIGT VALUF.•.V(X)sU(X7 *I(X)
Z0 - 
--KIEL zKIEL*F'A
^ M
27
METHOD D
_ mI G T
- •	 -- ' FU N CTT^N	 VnIGT-(X-, Y) 	 -
`- C ***	 ALGORITHM	 FOR -- RAPID
	 Cn M P1ITATTnk1	 nF .THF.. VOIGT
	
PR O F ILEo	 8Y S,	 R,	 nRAYSnp4,
_.. C
	 ***';1^^J^4,R,t,^ _SQL,
	 t6.	 PP -,	 611 .114,	 t97h,
-.- ^"-**_*' RO ► ITI'^E	 CO M P11TFS	 T H E VnIGT	 FUNCTTON)	 Y/PI*IMTEGRAL
	
Fk1(4 * *r
TA - 4 - INFINTTY - pF	 FXP( . T*T	 )/(Y *Y +( X•T)*(X•T) ) DT
_	 r)rmENaST0N'A(72),
	 R I ( t 5 ) ,
	
x" , (15),	 rN(15),	 00(25),_nt(2SI, 12(25),
_	 _	
t	 _nV 25),	 04(25),	 N N(25),
	
XX(3),	 HH(33).
	 C(2t)
_.	 .._.._
	 REAL	 -N RY2(19)
L. O r. I CA L	 T k u
__..---DAT4'Bfl)•R(2)/0;'„?A93b0E'•7/,
	
XN/ t Q..Q..2*^.•7•.b•.5•.^.r7 *^,/r
_._	 ._-__
	 i	
-YN/ 3*^6r.^.2*•'^•^ *•^•t• ► •Qr•yi2 *.7/• 	 N /,2a1 /,
_	 _.._2
	
.
-Xx /;5?u6a7b,1,^546A,,707t4aA/:
	 (^iH(I),2=1.3)/,?5b?t ?.i.
_.__3	 __^
?SAB2aaE • 1 „ 2A249uA /•	 N8Y2 /9950^ . rA•5•A.^7.5 . 7..6•^+•6•.5•Sr
--	 p	 5.• u.5.u..3.5.3..a.5.2..1.5.1•.•5/,	 C/, 749360?E•^,
... _.	 _	 5	
_ . _^^2Sf8'u34E•b, •AS6bA74E.6,..2787E+38E•5 „96h074E:.5,
m• 25655St E -• 11, • 7228775F • u. •• 193361 I F• 3,.uR99520E•3.
T--	 -
_w,1 1 73247E:? • • a6 4 8762E•2, • • 5 +231 QOE.?, , 1 11 Q611 E, t ,
_	 e	
__._.	
•.,2094976E. tp•3h?1573E.t,..5A514t2 c
_.l, 8770816E-1,
_-	 --q	
-^'-1°^1664;;15584,.,1A4,..?/
RATA	 TRU/,FALSF./	
_.
IF CT g1.))	 rr)	 Tn . 1041	 _
_. C- * **--REri'nN .I, .._ .- CnkiPr LJrE	 DAWSON	 F U k1CTYnN	 AT	 uES H 	 POTrJS	 ***C..
TRU	 a . ;'T UF;
nn	 103.T=i,25._
__ ...	 ._.	 DU	 112
	
J_2,21
f0?	 '8(J+1)	 =	 Co *H(,I)	 .	 g (J • t)	 +	 C(J)
------ ---notT^
	
s	 N,v(I) *1b 122)	 •_Aral))/5.	 .
12(I)	 =	 (HK1(T)*1)1(T)	 +	 1n(?1)/aI(2)
~ 13(I-)	 m	 (HN(T)*02(I)	 +	 n1(T))/RI(3)
_ -1
03 	 oa ( I)'m	 (HN(I)*03 ( I)	 +	 n?(I))/RT(4)
C
__._.
	 104- 	1F(X•5,)
	 tf)5,11Z,it2
'10 15	 IF(Y • t,)	 1100110,fO6
lob	 7F(X,GT,1,A5*(3,6.Y)) 	 rn	 Tn	 118
C
C	 ***	 Qr-'G l nr)	 IT,	 CJ N'TItiUE n	 FKACTIn&)•	 Cr,MPUTE	 NI0MF'FP	 nF	 TFP'A S NEE1Fn,	 **4
C
28
1
aw
TF (Y.L F , 1 .451 r.0 TO t 07
I s Y + Y
GU T n 108
'	 107 T ® 11.*Y
10A J s X+ X+ 1 ;AS
M AX s VNW*YN(I) + '446
_.	
MIN s 4jN0(l6#21•?*,4AX)
C -
C *** EVALUATE CmNTINUFD F'RArTToN. **a
11U ' s Y
VV = x
_	 t)0 lA9 J-- I TP,, IQ
t)	 NF4Y2(J)/fjll*(JU + VV*VV)
Liu s - Y + tl *(JU
^109
..
VV 
.
31 x . 0*Vv
VoTGT 2 U(J/(UU*LJU + V /*VV)/1.7724541 ItI.i`'l)I)t+^Ii
-	 - RETURN '	 PAW'
, I^ Pt)f^R
fin V2	 Y*Y	 -
IF(X+Y,GE".5.) --G0 T11 1 t 3
C *** REGION I. COMPUTE UA•030N FU h1rTInN AT x FR OM TAYLOR SF Q IFS• ***
_N = X /H'
_nx- Z x • HN (NJ+t)
(C(D4(kl+1)*DX + 1)3(N+1 )*() y + n2(N+t))*f)X + O1[ +t)) *DX
 +
oo(N+1 )
__V...= 1	 r ^`.+4X*1l
C-.
C--'***-.-TAYLDR- SERIES EXPASI 11N ORU tJT Y o 0,0	 ***
'C'- - — - -
__...	
--VV-.=_EXP(Y2	 X*X)*Cos(2,*X*Y)it.IP8379	 Y*v
--	
.-- - Y- _ -- -.. _-..
_._.._.	
_ MAX o	 ._ + .(12.5 . .. X)*.H*Y
If	 (x*V +--U) / R I( T) ..
-V- _ (x 40 +_.V)/RI(I+1)--
--	 ri 1--- vv- 	 vv--+. vOrUU,
c
---._ V IX fGT	 1 12 A 3 7 9 i v V
RETURN	 _.
- i12 Y2 -	Y*Y --- - .
_TF-(Y-tT;I1
 
 
	 6875 *x.) GO Tn tl'S
^o
_-_ C
. *** RE(,'Tr Nf- I IIR,
	
2-P014T
 GA IT SS • HF:R M ITF CJtJADRATLIPF, ***
29
.a
11 : x . X X ( 3 )
v s x +
._
XX (3)
VQTGT a Y*(HH(3)/(Y 2 +` U*U) + MM(0 /(Y? + V*V) )
- -	 --	 RETURF^ ._._ .
	 _
_. ..._ 
_ C ...
**ri REGlMhFjTjA- - - a.POl"JT PAiJSS=WERMTTE @UAQ R ATUPE, ***
_.V a k + Xkt1)
11U s X . XX(2)
_.. _ VV s x + xx(2)
Vf)Y6T s Y *CH H ( 1) /( Y 2 + J*U) a 4H(1)!(Y2 + V*V) + H04	 (Y2+'J'1 *I ► !J)
+ HH(?)/(Y2+VV *VV))
RETURN	
_._
METHOD E
3ZVQIGT
	
-- 
_	 FUNCTjrY F
 ZVOI ^, T(X,Y)
FAST CALCULATIMNAL A1- GnQTTHM FOR THE " vnIGT PROFILE
C -JQSRT VOL 18 PP555+558
--C-s uRuossr Aro VANMEPWOnn
—
C-J'• T.-4T FL' PAST)..	
_.
DIMENSTr_1N AN(3n)
_ — ---- DATA AEI/t;n,w,33;;;33S,4.i,w,23Bn4S2;8F.nt,
U,6?9629S3E.03ii.7. 57575757E•p^1,1,n6A376pbAF+py,w1.32275132SF•p5,
..---• 2--1• y5891h91E . 6,•1. 45n3A5^2 ?E•7.1.3122532QbF.a,.1•p A9?2?,1^uE.9,
^._ __ __
3.8,350702T95F•f1,•5• QU77Q401uF•12,3•QS5429516F'+13,
0-.w2^Ub6-827niE•14.1.4U93^hub5Fw15.•8;03?735012E•17,
5 4.22 t4C72A9Fwi8,w2.107855192E•1Q,1, 002516493E•20,
--•---.-6--:U,55f8u675QE +22,t,Q77n6u75UF . 23,•d,23AtuQ24yF. •25,
__._'.. 
-7 3;2A92643u9E +? b;•1•?6uin7 * 9gF,.27,4 , 67auA352Fw29,
8`^1^66976 1 793Ewan,5 , 75u1Q164 [1E+37,•1.Q1hQ42y6^F+3i/
-'"-'- -+nATA A1/,4613135Ay
- -- -- -1)ATA-84/7,724745M0/
DATA-PISG/1.1283791b7/
DATA _A -/ , 19 0 1 - 6 3 90/-	 -
_ . f3ATIC_ A3/O;n9994216/
MATA A471,7844Q270/
- UTA AS/n,n0?9A3a94/ _
0ATA - B1/n,51242424 / 	 ,r Ol` 
1gE
BATA`_82/0,27525510 / 	 r^)^^1^„1,I1 I
' b4TA ' B1/0, n5176536 / 	 hi'^L °; ; ^1, g (xl,
-S k*XwY*
T_2,0*kwY
C -** REGION SELFGTION
— 
_ - TF(Y;GF,5,0 -, r lR,X',GE.5, n )rn TO 111
T p (Y,GF 1,A,(1R,X,GE•3,0)G[1 T O 112
---C **+►
 REGION I *** .
	
—_	 Y5l=^,=Y -
XNsY
YN-•X
Y23iT
Na^,A42;tk*R,n
--	 IF(N,GT,29) N 29
	
_..._
	
IF(X,EG*O•n) N-15
DO	
o- , 
TlOmt #N'
_._	
XNF4=XN *X2wYN *Y2
__ - -- - YNEw-Y2*X^^iY^^*X2
XSEK = XSE R iXrvF r1*AN (T l nil )
31
Y3FRzYSER +Y p iFN*Ahi (I 1 A+1 J
_	 XN=XNE,'^I
—	 YNsYNE'*
_- 10	 C0NTINl1F
ZvCiGr=EXP(nS ) * (CUS(• t l *fi,OmPI S Q * x $EK)+ P ISG*SIN( • T)*YSER) 	 -
_._
	 RETURN
C *** REGION II.***
112 R=T*T
TsT*x
FzS:Ab" ..
G iS A4
Hsq:A2
_ __.._.zvOlrT=
A1*fcf.H*Y)/(N*N+Q))+A3*((TAG*Y)/(c;*(^+a))+
1	 A5*((T.F*Y)/(F*F+R))
_ 
REG ON ITT -
11- 1
	
ReT *T
F—SAH2	
..	 _	 ...
r s8•ACi	 __
_ -- 7vaICT= 61*((T•F* Y) /(F*F +Q)) +Rl*((TO(^ *Y) /(G*G+4))
RETURN
ES,n
RI',i :;,,MZ1C1z-311,1
 ^' %,,
ORIGI^'^^AL P:1ft r^ 	
I T)n{")n1i
32
METHOD F
SOP
REAL F UN CTION LORVA,f)
nATA
LORZUY*RPI/(X*X+Y*Y)
QETUP14
ENf)
I
33
METHOD G
t
FIJNtTT(jN*'NPL(X#"Y)
-'R E TUR %,I
r i	 .
(W TIIEI
JL
T,
0
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